Using the isotropy in spin space, we find the values
a~l,

B/A~2,

(A.8)

We note that for To« V the Hubbard model with repulsion and a half-filled band is equivalent to the Heisenberg model for an antiferromagnet.
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On the possibility of controlling surface phenomena by
means of laser radiation
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Processes that can be induced by laser radiation on a surface with adsorbed atoms or molecules are
considered, The radiation can alter the desorption, increase the surface diffusion, and influence the
heterogeneous catalysis in a selective manner (i.e, act on certain types of atoms). Desorption of atoms due
to laser irradiation can be used, among other things, to determine the sites of various atomic groups on the
surface of the adsorbent. In order to photograph the surface with sufficiently high resolution, a method for
obtaining holograms of the adsorbent is proposed, using collimated atomic beams instead of coherent light,
PACS numbers: 79.20.Ds, 68.90.+g

INTRODUCTION

Many recent papers have reported the use of laser
radiation for selective excitation of vibrational and
electronic levels in atoms and molecules, [1-5] Selective
excitation uncovers new possibilities of acting on chemical reactions, makes possible mass separation of
atoms, [3-5] etc. In the overwhelming number of the
considered cases, the laser radiation acts on a homogeneous medium, and for a number of reasons this medium is chosen to be a gas,
In this article we consider the action of laser radiation on heterogeneous systems. We are interested in
the new possibilities and effects that may be provided by
the presence of the phase-separation surfaces in this
case. These include: selective action on the processes
of desorption of atoms and molecules adsorbed on a surface with ensuing change of the concentration, mass
separation of the atoms via selective desorption (laser
chromatography), the effect on the surface diffusion,
the change of the catalytic properties of the adsorbents,
information on the composition and location of the active
groups present on the adsorbent surface (in principle
1226
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one can hope even to decode the" mosaic" of the molecular groups on the surface of biological objects such as
cells, etc,),
Some of these questions have already been considered
earlier, [6,7] namely resonant buildup in an adsorption
potential with the aid of a set of frequencies, as well as
detachment of atoms from a surface. In particular, the
possibility was considered of generating hypersound by
matched oscillations of the adsorbed atoms in the potential of the wall. [6,7] The possibility of selective
heterogeneous separation of vibrationally-excited molecules was considered in [8], but in this variant the selective excitation of the vibrational levels by the laser
beam was produced not on the surface but in the volume,

1. ACTION OF LASER ON ADSORBATE.
ESTIMATES OF THE PROBABILITIES OF
EXCITATION AND DESORPTION UNDER THE
INFLUENCE OF LASER RADIATION

Depending on the frequency, the mechanisms whereby
laser radiation acts on adsorbed particles can be quite
different-infrared radiation is capable of inducing parCopyright © 1977 American Institute of Physics
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10- 18 cm2 •
It should be noted that although the process of direct
desorption is strictly speaking not selective, it can be
used to change the relative surface concentrations of
neutral and charged particles, inasmuch as the radiation acts only on the charged component.

FIG. 1.

a

b

ticle vibrations in a given adsorption potential, whereas
ultraviolet or visible radiation, by exciting electronic
transitions in the adsorbed particles, changes their interaction potential with the surface; in this case the excitation and desorption processes can proceed in accordance with the scheme shown in Fig. 1.
Effective action of infrared radiation on an adsorbate
is possible whenever the particles adsorbed on the surface acquire a charge. The Hamiltonian of the interaction with laser radiation takes in this case the form
q affE(t)r, where E(t) is the field in the laser wave and
q eff is the effective charge of the adsorbed particle.
The probability of single-quantum desorption can be
represented for this case in the form

To estimate the probabilities and the cross sections
for the excitation of oscillations in the adsorption potential, it is necessary first to estimate the lifetimes
of the excited states. Assuming that the lifetime of the
excited states Tl axe is determined by the production of
acoustic phonons, we obtain in first order perturbation
theory

Here U(x) is the potential energy of a particle in the
adsorption well, nw =~f (~f is the difference between
the level energies), Cs is the speed of sound in the adsorbent, c5x~ is the square of the amplitude of the displacement of the surface when the system contains one
phonon with frequency w (c5x~ - n/pw, p is the density of
the medium), and T is the temperature.
The matrix element in (6) can be represented in the
form

(1)

here pee) is the density of states in the continuous spectrum, fl is the adsorption energy, nw' is the quantum
energy, Eo is the laser-field amplitude, and the prime
in 1/!ln' denotes that this state pertains to the discrete
spectrum.

. . -_ ( L2 )'" Sill [( -,:;;2M € )
p(€)

'.,

x] ,

"n

(3)

2£

-

~;",

i)x

flO! ( fl ) '., -1.
,F
2!1{w
x

Taking x - 3 X 10- 9 cm, T - 100 OK, M - 3 x 10-23 g,
5 X 105 em/sec, and nw/kT -1, we obtain Til.xc =1011
sec-l; Tl axe should generally speaking be of the same
order as the lifetimes of the vibrationally-excited states
in condensed bodies. These times, which are given
in [9], lie approximately in the range 5-30 psec. The
level widths given in the same paper turn out to be of
the order of several reciprocal picoseconds.
Cs -

(2)

=.!::...(3!_) '!, ;

<'. Iau I, >-- ~.,

To estimate at least the order of magnitude of P u ,
we introduce the following simplification: first, we
consider a one-dimensional problem, and second, we
assume that nw' »f l' In this case we can write
~

To estimate the order of magnitude of the integral in (7)
we can take 1/!ln' and 1/!f' to be the wave functions of particles trapped in a rectangular well of dimension x.
Taking this into account, the estimate for the matrix
element takes the form

Here L is the normalization length, 1(1/! f l xl1/!ln') 12 is of
the order of magnitude of :x 2 (:x/L), where:X is the characteristic dimension over which 1/!ln' differs from zero,
Taking this into account, the estimate for (1) takes the
form

The probability of observing a particle in a vibrationally-excited state 1cl ~ axe can be represented in the
form
(8)

.X' (M
)'" Eo'.
P1d -~:
21i0!'
q'

(4)

Taking:X - 3x 10-9 cm, qeff =4. 8X
cgs esu, nw' - o. 3
eV, M _10-23 g, and Eo - 1-10 cgs esu, we obtain P 1d
-104 -106 sec- 1 • The desorption cross section, which is
connected with P 1d by the relation
10- 10

(5)

turns out under these conditions to be of the order of
1227
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Accordingly the cross section for the excitation of vibrational levels by resonant quanta can be written in
the form
(9)

the order of magnitude being 0'1 .xc - 10-15 _10- 16 cm2 •
If the desorption from the excited level is much more
intense than from the ground level, then, by using seGOldanskil et al.
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lective excitation, it is possible to increase appreciably
the probability of detachment of the particle of a given
type. The probability of stimulated desorption of particles of a given sort i can in this case be written in the
form
p.=\, ex {_ e,-.1e} I I '=' . {_ E,-~e
, ,. P
kT
C lexc \, exp
kT

}Olexc'tlexc.

~e

= Ol~xc

W- ~

w,.

.. (10)

here Vl exp[ - (e 1 - ~e)/kTl is the probability of desorption from an excited level in the absence of laser irradiation, W is the power of the laser radiation per unit
surface, and Cl{ exc is a certain effective cross section
introduced formally by Eq. (10). At Vl -101Z _1013
sec-I, exp[ - (e 1 - ~e)/kTl- 0.01 and ~e -100 K, the
cross section Clt exc turns out to be of the order of 10-17 _
10-18 cm-Z.

Desorption of atoms by the action of visible or
ultraviolet laser radiation on the adsorbate
The probability of observing an atom in an electronexcited state following irradiation can be written in the
form
IC\2exc
2

/

--r,rd,E, '"

S.1\', ¢' dv ",

(11)

where d 1 is the dipole moment corresponding to the
electronic tranSition, r is the width of the excited level, and If!1 and l/!z are the wave functions describing the
vibrational motion in the adsorption potentials in the
states shown in Fig. 1. Using as an estimate d 1 -10- 18
cgs esu, r - 1011 sec- 1, Eo - 1-10 cgs esu, and
lfl/!tlf!1dvlz-0.l, we obtain Icl~exc-1O-5-10-3. The
corresponding cross section Clz exc which is connected
with I c I ~ exc by the relation

FIG. 2.

it may be of interest to increase the diffusion selectively, namely to increase the diffusion for only the required sort of atoms. This process can be realized by
resonantly exciting, with laser light, the vibrations in
the adsorption potential.
Inasmuch as we now have infinite motion of the particles along the surface, it follows that in contrast to
the excitation problem considered in the preceding section, we are dealing with spreading of energy levels into bands. To obtain a selective increase of the diffusion it is necessary to choose the quantum energy lower
than the boundary of the band for one component, but
higher Jhan the band boundary for the other component
(see Fig. 2). In the case of different isotopes, for example, Oe should be of the order of eOM/M, where E is
the width of the forbidden band and OM is the mass difference. The kinetic energy connected with the particle
motion, equal to M* V /2 (M* is the effective mass and
V is the velocity) should be less than Oe. Assuming by
way of an estimate M* - M and Oe - eOM/M, we obtain
(13)

V.;; (2ebJI/;lI') .;

At e - 300 OK, M - 10-z3 g, and OM/M - 0.1 we have
V :$3x 104 cm/sec.
The derivation of the estimate for the excitation cross
section Cl3 exc in this process is analogous to the method
of obtaining Cll exc and Clld' For Cl3 exc we can write
(J3exc -- 2rrwilf q~ffc-I1t-2x'2S0'

turns out under these conditions to be of the order of
10-15 _10- 16 cmz •

The probability of an atom or molecule becoming desorbed on going to the ground electronic state is
(12)

where the summation is over all the wave functions of
the discrete spectrum. In this case, if the adsorption
potentials of the particles in the electron-excited and in
the ground states differ significantly from each other,
it is possible to put as a rough estimate P d - 1. The
cross section for selective desorption then turns out to
be of the order of Clz exc'
2. INFLUENCE OF LASER RADIATION ON
SURFACE DIFFUSION

In many cases adsorbed particles on the ground vibrational level of the adsorption potential are unable to
move along the surface. However, when they become
excited to higher vibrational levels, they turn out to be
capable of moving over the surface. For many problems, however, for example mass separation of atoms,
1228
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(14)

where So is the area on which the particle is localized
when in the ground state. At w - 1013 sec- 1, X - 3 X 10-9
cm, So -10- 16 cmZ, M -10-Z3 g, and qeu - 4. ax 10-10 cgs
esu we obtain Cl3 exc - 4 X 10-18 cmz•
The diffusion coefficient D can be represented, using
(6) and (14) in the form
(15)
In the derivation of (15) it is assumed that the particle
mean free path l is determined by the relation ls - V1"1 exc'
Taking W-l0 3 W/cmz and V-l04 cm/sec, we obtain
D -10- 8 cma/sec.
3. INFLUENCE OF LASER RADIATION ON
HETEROGENEOUS CATALYSIS PROCESSES

The mechanism whereby laser radiation acts on processes occurring in heterogeneous catalysis can be
separated into two groups. The first includes methods
of changing the concentrations of the reagents in selective desorption, and the second includes the change induced by the laser radiation in the number of active
centers on the adsorbent surface.
GoldanskiT et al.
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The equations describing the kinetics of adsorption
within the framework of Langmuir's theory, [10] take in
the presence of stimulated desorption the form
(16)
(X,=x,S, (2nM,kT)-"',
~,=v, exp

(-e,lkT) +P,;

(17)

(18)

here Ni is the number of atoms of sort i per unit surface, Q I is the partial pressure of the i-th component,
SI is the effective area of the adsorbed molecule, Nt is
the number of adsorption centers for molecules of sort
i per unit surface, xi is the sticking probability,
VI exp(- e/kT) is the desorption probability in the absence of laser radiation, and PI is the induced-desorption probability.
The equilibrium surface concentration of the first
component is
N,=

(X,Q,N:
Ct,Q.+v. exp (-e,i kT) +P.

(19)

Effect of laser irradiation on the adsorbant
It is known[10] that in many cases the illumination of
the surface changes its catalytic properties. This effect is explained in [10] as follows: if the adsorption
centers are electrons or holes localized on structure
defects of the surface, then, by illuminating the surface, it is possible to change the populations of the local levels produced by these defects (to increase or decrease the" degree of ionization" of the structure defects), and by the same token change the concentration
of the adsorption centers. Action of laser light can differ from that of ordinary nonmonochromatic illumination in that in this case it becomes possible to populate
with electrons (or holes) only those local levels having
energies in the range of interest to us. If loca11eve1s
that differ in energy serve as adsorption centers for
different components, then the possibility of controlling
the populations of these levels is equivalent to selective
control of the surface concentrations of these components.

4. USE OF LASER·STIMULATED DESORPTION
TO STUDY SURFACE STRUCTURE

The concentrations of the adsorbed substances can be
controlled if the following conditions are satisfied:
P,>\",CXP (-E/kT); (X,Q,;

(20)

PI is connected with the power WI of the laser radiation

that is resonant with the particles of sort i by the relation
(21)

where a l is the cross section of the corresponding desorption process.
USing the estimates made above for ai' and taking by
way of example WI -103 WIcm2, we obtain PI - (10 5 _10 6)
sec·1• Since VI - 1012 _1013 sec· 1, satisfaction of (20)
calls for satisfaction of the condition kT $ O.lEI.
Let us list, in concluding this section, the requirements that must be satisfied by those heterogeneous
chemical reactions for which it is meaningful to use
laser stimulation. First, the use of laser radiation is
important in those cases when the final product is not
removed and the reverse reaction predominates-selective desorption of the final product ensures in this case
that the chemical reaction can proceed predominantly
in the forward direction. Second, to avoid spontaneous
nonselective desorption, the catalyst must operate at
relatively low temperatures, such as to satisfy the condition (20).1> By way of example, we cite the reaction
2H.C=CH-CH,"'CH.=CH,+CH,-CH,-CH=CH,

(with a rhenium-oxide catalyst at 80°C) and the reaction

(with iron at 400°C).
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The method proposed here is intended for the investigation of complicated surfaces that carry a large number of different atomic groups; it can be used, in principle, to determine the locations and the compositions
of these groups.
An investigation of the surface in accordance with the
considered method includes the following series of operations: first, the surface must be cooled to temperatures on the order of several degrees Kelvin and placed
in a vacuum; the surface is then sprayed with an adsorbent monolayer that does not interact with the surface and adheres to it as a result of physical-adsorption forces (it is convenient to use inert-gas atoms as
the adsorbate); the surface is then photographed (this
question is dealt with in the next section); the next step
is to apply to the surface an infrared laser beam, so
that effective desorption of the adhered atoms takes
place in the vicinities of the atomic groups whose natural frequencies coincide with the laser frequency. Taking a second photograph and comparing the photographs
obtained before and after the laser irradiation, we can
determine the locations of these resonant groups. Mter
all this it is possible, by heating the surface, to remove the adsorbents from it and repeat the cycle at a
different laser frequency. As a result one can hope to
obtain local spectra of the natural oscillations of atomic
groups located on the surface, and determine the compositions of these groups from the spectra.
The limitations on the spatial resolution in this method, besides those connected with the photography process, are determined by the dimension of the region in
which oscillations of a laser-excited atom groups can
build up. If the natural frequencies of the atom groups
greatly exceed the limiting Debye frequency (and it is
only then that we can count on separating the resonant
peaks against the background of the diffuse spectrum),
the linear dimensions of the region in which the oscillaGoldanskiT et al.
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tions can build up amount to one or ·two interatomic distances.
Let us estimate the probability of detachment of the
atoms adsorbed in the immediate vicinity of the atomic
groups that are resonantly excited by the laser. We
represent the Hamiltonian describing the vibrations of
this atom in the form
,
ft' a'
1I=--..--.-., +U(x+o.r(t))""
..:.1["

"X-

a'

au

2M., ar

ux

fl'

-----0 +U(x)+-.-6x(t),
(22)

where 6x(t) is the displacement of those atoms of the
excited group With which the adhered atom is in contact.
If liwl> where Wl is the frequency of the oscillations of
the atomic group, exceeds El (E 1 - 0.01-0.1 eV in the
case of physical adsorption), then the probability P 24 of
detaching an adsorbed particle can be represented in
the form
(23)
where 6xo is the amplitude of the oscillations of the molecular group, and l/!f and pee) are given by formulas
(2) and (3).
Using the estimate obtained in Sec. 1 for the matrix
element of the form (l/!f,1 au/axll/!In')' and taking into
account the difference between the normalizations of
the wave functions pertaining to the discrete and continuous spectra, we obtain
(24)

The oscillation amplitude 6xo at resonance is of the order of
(25)

where M' is the effective mass, l' is the damping time, '
and ad/ax is the derivative of the dipole moment with
respect to the coordinate x taken at the equilibrium point
Xo (we assume that the atomic group has an intrinsic or
induced dipole moment).
The damping time

T

can be represented in the form
(26)

where T2 is the damping time without allowance for the
desorption; the second term of (26) determines the
damping due to the presence of desorption. Taking, for
example, ad/ax _10- 10 cgs esu, Wl - 3 X 1014 sec- 1 ,
M' - Ma - 3x 10-23 g, T2 - 10- 11 sec, x - 3 X 10- 9 cm, 'and
Eo - 1 cgs esu, we obtain P u - 103 sec- 1 •
In many cases it is preferable not to use P u , but to
introduce the. cross section (J2tl for the adsorption of a
resonant quantum accompanied by desorption, in the
form

where (Jr is the cross section for the adsorption of a
resonant quantum, and is equal to rr1'(aa/ax)2/M' c. At
1'2 ~ 10- 12 sec we have (J2tl- (Jr' At the parameters indicated above, (Jr turns out to be of the order of 10-18 _
10- 19 cm2 •
To avoid spontaneous desorption and diffusion of the
atoms over the surface, it is necessary to cool the surface to temperatures on the order of several degrees
Kelvin. For example, at £1 =0.02 eV and T - 5 OK, the
desorption time amounts to dozens of hours. The question arises whether it is possible to maintain such low
temperatures on an intensely heated surface. Assume
for example that the laser radiation power is -lOW /cm2
(p 2tl is in this case -lOZ sec- 1 ). For the cooling efficiency to be maximal, the thickness of the substrate
illuminated by the laser must be less than the phonon
mean free path, which for quartz glass at - 5 OK, for
example, is of the order of several millimeters. The
surface temperature can be obtained in this case from
the condition (JB (c/ c s )2T4 =W, where (JB is the StefanBoltzmann constant. Taking C s - 5X 10 5 em/sec we obtain T - 6 OK. The total power released by the laser on
the surface is W' - rrWR 2 , where R is the dimension of
the focus. For R-1O- 2 cm it amounts to - 3 mW in this
case. 2 )
5. PHOTOGRAPHY OF SURFACE STRUCTURE

To photograph the surface at a resolution -1-3 A and
at the same time avoid desorption and destruction of the
surface during the course of the photography, it is necessary to use particles of sufficiently low energy, incapable of causing desorption, but having a de Broglie
wavelength A not larger than one angstrom. Both requirements can be satisfied in the photography by using
low-energy atoms. For example, at an atomic weight
A - 20 and an energy - 30 OK (which is much less than
the value required for desorption) we have A - 1 A.
Figure 3 shows schematically one of the possible setups intended for the surface photography. A beam of
atoms from source 1 is incident on the object 2 and on
the substrate 3, is partially reflected elastically and
strikes screen 4, on which it then becomes adsorbed.
If the momentum spread 6p of the atoms leaving the
source satisfies the condition
(28)

6pL'IIt<1,

where L' is the dimension of the object, then the atoms
adsorbed by the screen will form an interference pattern (the role of the reference beam is played here by
the stream of atoms elastically reflected by the substrate). The form of the surface can be reconstructed
in prinCiple from this picture.

FIG. 3. Diagram of possible experiment: 1-atom
source, 2-object, 3-substrate, 4-screen.

(27)
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crease appreciably the total number of radioactive material in the injector. The use of radioactive atoms
makes it possible to register relatively simply small
amounts of adsorbate on the receiving screen. 3)

FIG. 4. Diagram of collimator; 1-gas-supply channel, 2-diaphragms, 3adsorber, 4-crystal, 5diaphragm.

Let us estimate the probabilities of adsorption or inelastic reflection of atoms by a surface. The probability of a transition that results in a change of the velOCity
after the collision of the atom with the wall can be written by using the results of Landau(UJ in the form

Strictly speaking, the picture photographed from the
screen is a superposition of three pictures-reflection
from the substrate, reflection from the object, and interference of these reflections. The contribution of the
reflections from the object and from the substrate produces, in the course of reconstruction, certain noises.
In some cases, to obtain better reproduction quality, it
is meaningful, after taking the photograph, to place
alongside the investigated object some fixed object with
known structure (reference object) and repeat the photography. Using both photographs it is possible to separate in pure form the interference pattern produced by
the atoms that are elastically reflected from the investigated and from the reference objects.
The angle spread acp of the atoms and the relative energy spread ae/ E turn out to be, taking (28) into account, of the order of A/ L' . A possible source construction that can deliver atom beams with small angle
and energy spreads is shown in Fig. 4. Gas flowing
through the channel 1 is collimated by diaphragms 2
and strikes the crystal 4, which reflects the incident
atoms at different angles depending on their energies.
Diaphragm 5 passes only atoms with given energy. The
number of atoms Q injected per unit time from the
source should in the optimal case be of the order of
SnVT(op/p)3, where S is the aperture area of the diaphragm 5, n is the concentration of atoms in channell,
and VT is the thermal velOCity. For example, Q turns
out to be of the order of 107 particles/sec at L' -1000 A
(S-L'2), A-1 A, n-3x1OZ 1 cm- 3 and V T -2x104 cm/sec.
The number of atoms needed to obtain a satisfactory
interference pattern should be at least one or two orders
of magnitude larger than the number of resolved elements N (N- L'2/A2). Assuming that the greater part
of the atoms is reflected elastically and strikes the receiving screen at L' -1000 A, A- 1 A, and Q -107 particles/ sec we can estimate the exposure duration T oXP
-1-10 sec.
If we vary the angle of inclination of the crystal from

photograph to photograph, then we obtain a series of interference patterns corresponding to different de Broglie
wavelengths of the incident particles. Using these interference patterns to reconstruct the form of the object, we can obtain a much more accurate reconstruction than in the case of photographs with one fixed wavelength.
In this system (Fig. 4), the atoms that do not pass
through the collimator are adsorbed by the adsorber.
More complicated collimator schemes can be proposed,
in which these atoms are returned to the gas-supply
channel. The multiple utilization of the atoms is particularly important in those cases when radioactive
atoms are used, since this makes it possible to de1231
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(29)
where m is the mass of the incident atom, v and v' are
the velocities before and after the collision. The total
inelastic-collision probability aiD can be obtained by integrating (29) from zero to v. Under the condition
mv 2 /2 » kT, we obtain
(30)

here M' is the mass of the wall atom and eD is the limiting Debye energy of the wall material. At m/M'- 5,
e D - 300 OK, and E- 30 OK, aln turns out to be of the order of 0.02.
The adsorption probability 'lot in the case when a particle having a kinetic energy that is small in comparison with E1 collides with a wall, under the condition
eD »£1 can be estimated from the formula
(31)

At

x-

0.03 eV, m - 3 x 10-23 g, c. - 5x 105 cm/sec, and
3x 10- 9 cm we obtain 'lot - O.l.

£1 -

The foregoing estimates show that most atoms are
reflected elastically. This circumstance, on the one
hand, is needed to obtain an interference pattern, but
on the other hand it is necessary that the atoms striking
the screen be adsorbed by the latter. This can be done
by using a sufficiently rough screen such that the atoms
experience on the average several collisions with the
surface before they are reflected from the screen. Approximately ten collisions suffice to make the sticking
probability close to unity.
•
The authors are deeply grateful to G. A. Askar'yan,
S. I. Balashova, E. E. Gorodetski!, Ya. B. Zel'dovich,
I. O. Lelpunskil, V. S. Letokhov, Yu. V. Maksimov,
and the partiCipants of the seminars of M. A. Anisimov
and I. I. Sobel'man at which this work was reported,
for numerous and useful discussions of various aspects
of the article.
)Relatively low temperatures (T ~ 100-500 °e) can be maintained on the surface of a laser-irradiated catalyst at the
powers indicated above only in the presence of intense cooling.
2) At such low powers the laser can be replaced in principle by
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The phenomenological theory of magnetic resonance and of
spin waves in antiferromagnetics
I. E. Dzyaloshinski'f and V. G. Kukharenko
L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics, USSR Academy of Sciences
(Submitted January 20, 1976)
Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 70, 2360-2373 (June 1976)

We construct a theory of magnetic resonance in antiferromagnets. The theory contains the maximum
possible number of independent phenomenological functions of the temperature that can be determined in
principle from dynamic and static experiments. In the high-temperature region the equations of the theory
are essentially those of Onsager's theory of thermodynamic fluctuations. At low temperatures, in the socalled spin wave region, several parameters of the Onsager theory tum out to be the same. We describe this
situation by new equations for magnetic resonance which are second-order equations in time and which can
be derived by means of Lagrange's mechanical principle. As actual cases we consider the most lucid cases
of a two-sublattice antiferromagnet in an external field and of the antiferromagnets CoC0 3, MnC0 3,
FeC0 3, CoF" and MnF,.
PACS numbers: 76.S0. +g, 7S.S0.Ee

1. INTRODUCTION
When studying magnetic resonance and spin waves in
antiferromagnets theoretically or experimentally it is
extremely useful to have general phenomenological expressions for the spectra which contain the maximum
number of constants compatible with the symmetry and
physical properties of the phenomenon. The first step
along this path was the famous Landau-Lifshitz equation[I) which describes ferromagnetic resonance and the
essentially long-wavelength spin waves in a ferromagnet. The first phenomenological theory of antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR) was the theory of Kittel and
Keffer[2) (see alsO[3)) constructed in the molecular field
approximation. Borovik-Romanov and Turov (see[4,S)
and alsO[6)) developed a phenomenological theory of
AFMR in the large spin approximation for T =0. The
first attempt to construct a theory of AFMR containing
the maximum possible number of constants was undertaken by Gufan. (7)
An essential step in the range of phenomenological
theories was the hydrodynamic theory of spin waves
constructed by Halperin, Hohenberg, and others. [8)
Finally, a complete phenomenological theory of spin
waves in the exchange approximation and for the case
where there are no external fields was very recently
produced by Andreev and Marchenko. [9) Essentially
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they determined all possible kinds of "acoustic" oscillations in a magnetic system. It turned out that while
for oscillations of atoms there are always three and
only three acoustic branches, for oscillations of magnetic moments the number of acoustic modes can be
both less and more than three. It is determined by the
specifiC exchange group of magnetic symmetry introduced by the authors. Exchange magnetic groups differ from the magnetic groups (including time-reversal)
introduced by Landau(10) (see also[l1)) in his time and
are the same as the so-called color groups.
In the high-temperature range T;S Tc (Tc is the magnetic phase-transition temperature) the theory of AFMR
can be constructed in a natural way as a particular case
of the general Onsager theory of thermodynamic fluctuations (see, e. g., [12)), In fact, one can write the
AFMR equations as Onsager equations for thermodynamic variables:
(1)

Here f is the free energy of a small deviation from
equilibrium which is, in general, an arbitrary positive
definite quadratic form of the variables qa' The coefficients I'ab are the Onsager coefficients; their form is
Copyright © 1977 American Institute of Physics
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